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About Beca Imports

Beca Imports is an Italian family owned and operated Company. We were born and raised
in Italian country side with the values of fresh and organic ingredients at their table. Beca
Imports specializes in the importation of fine Italian organic products and is focused in
finding the best of Italian foods from all regions of the country. Our goal is to bring Italy’s
finest regional artisan products to United States that satisfy any demanding palate.

We search every region of Italy to provide only authentic Italian food products
characterized by freshness and natural flavors. We stand true to our values and are
committed to our relationship with our suppliers to deliver premium quality products
that everyone will enjoy.

Since coming to work and live in America, I saw that the people here love to experience
the Italian food culture. But I saw that the food that is provided for them is not what I
feel to be “authentic Italian food”. Through the help of my cousin, who stills lives and
works in Italy in contact with farms and local producers, we want to share with the
American people the “real” Italian food experience without leaving their homes.



Mission Statement

Our hope is to bring our exceptional blend of products from Italy, including private label
brands, so they can be found in the best restaurants, supermarkets, gourmet stores and deli
shops across the United States.

We want to bring the natural flavors of the Italian garden and create a bridge through the
food and culture to every American table.

Because we believe that everyone should experience the freshness and beauty of the
Italian food, our mission is to bring these exceptional products from our garden to your
table.
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Olio Arkè

Our family has dedicated itself to the
olive cultivation and the oil
production for three generations. Our
grandparents started their adventure
in the lands near Serradifalco (Sicily),
realizing in that moment their
vocation and the potential of the
territory. At their arrival to the new
farmlands, bought after the war of the
1945, they planted an olive tree as a
symbol of their beginning. From this
indelible link and the inherited
respect, we started to write a new
story that shares the same values and
the same passion as our grandparents.
Today the company exports to many countries where it has received different
acknowledgments. Arke’ manages the production of around 150 hectares of olive
grove with 45000 plants and controls the entire chain from the olive tree till the bottle
by doing meticulous inspections. During the years, many producers have been
involved in Arkè production adding value and profitability, sharing their productive,
organizational and logistical skills with the company. In this way we have created a
shared opportunity for producers that have the same passion for olive oil as ours.



Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Olio Arkè

Arkè is the beginning, the fundamental element from which everything originates.
Arkè is the sun and the soil. It is the respect for traditions, it is love and passion. Arkè
is continuous research to create a higher quality olive oil, where typical flavors
perfectly match with the local territory. Our extra virgin olive oils arise from the heart
of Sicily, on the hills near Caltanissetta, at 600 meters above sea level, in an area
which has always been suitable and devoted to growing olives, pure synthesis of an
ancient identity. For over three generations the passion for olive oil production has
characterized our farm, which devotedly searches out and selects the best olives to
produce an extraordinary quality olive oil.

The central hills of the island are characterized by a typical Mediterranean climate,
with mild and rainy winters that alternate with hot and arid summers. The several
temperature ranges, the naturally huge variety of the soil, the sun and the wind give
our extra virgin olive oils a unique personality.

“IGP” ORGANIC EVOO
Size: 16.91 Fl oz (500 ml)

ARKE’ ORGANIC EVOO
Size: 25.36 Fl oz (750 ml)



Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Olio Arkè

From the Arkè family an amazing selection of flavored Extra Virgin Olive Oils.
Among the experiences of Arkè there is also the meeting with the more reminiscent
flavors of Sicily and its many faces. The story of an experience that ranges from citrus
notes of “gardens” of lemons to those spicy of hot pepper, from flowering almond trees
up to aromatic taste of our rosemary. All the Arke flavored olive oils are obtained by
infusion of natural ingredients in our extra virgin olive oil.

- Lemon: Delicious on an octopus salad or swordfish with parsley.
- Chili Pepper: Perfect partner for a night time garlic and parsley spaghetti. To 
experiment on sea bass in crust of potatoes.
- Rosemary: Perfect on sliced beef with cherry tomatoes or on grilled lamb ribs.
- Orange: It finds its most sublime expression with seafood crudités but also perfectly 
matches with seafood pasta and risotto.
- Armonia: If used raw, it enhances typical dishes like “caserecce” ricotta and 
courgette or on a clam soup.

FLAVORED EVOO
Size: 3.38 Fl oz (100 ml)

LEMON

ORANGE

CHILI PEPPER ROSEMARY

ARMONIA



Mussini



Balsamic Vinegar
Mussini

The Mussini family has a very extensive line of balsamic vinegars. The oldest have
matured for no less than 100 years on wood. This youngest one is 3 years old. The coin
on the front of the bottle indicates the age of the balsamic vinegar. Each coin is equal
to 3 years aging in wooden barrels. So you can see how old a balsamic vinegar really
is. Young balsamic vinegar is perfect to use over salads, in combination with a nice
olive oil. It has a fresh - sour taste. Because of its freshness and spicy tones it is also
ideal for sauces, reducing, and making stew.

ACETO BALSAMICO DI MODENA 
“IGP” VECCHIO DUCATO 

2 MEDAGLIE D’ORO
Size: 8.45 Fl oz (250 ml)

Density: 1.17

ACETO BALSAMICO DI MODENA 
“IGP” IL DENSO

5 MEDAGLIE D’ORO
Size: 8.45 Fl oz (250 ml)

Density: 1.10



Balsamic Vinegar
Mussini

Gourmet creams are a versatile and modern ingredient, suitable for flavoring and
decorating any type of preparation. Made with concentrated grape must, balsamic
vinegar of Modena PGI and enriched with high quality raw materials such as natural
flavors, juices and purees, they have a creamy and velvety consistency and come in a
wide variety of flavors: from the spicy of the cream with chili, the sweet one with figs,
with the delicate white cream, the pungent one with apple. In short, each dish must be
paired with its gourmet cream!

APPLE

WHITE TRUFFLE

FIGSBALSAMIC

ACETO BALSAMICO DI MODENA 
FLAVORED BALSAMIC GLAZE 

Size: 5.07 FL oz (150 ml)



Molino Ferrara

At the beginning of the millennium we inherited the Molino from our father Liborio.
We had to face the reality of the territory that perceived us as a new company and not the
continuation of what our father had left us together with his "Passion for excellence",
which became the slogan of our work.



Pasta & Flour
Molino Ferrara

The Sicilian durum wheat semolina pasta is produced with craftsmanship; dough
according to the tradition of pasta making, the bronze drawing to obtain a rough and
porous surface, the slow drying at low temperatures to have a consistency always “al
dente”, pure alkaline water as the source, are the characteristics that make of the
MOLINO FERRARA pasta a product of excellence of the new Sicilian culinary
tradition with a rich and genuine flavor.

FERRARA SEMOLINA PASTA
Size: 17.6 oz (500 g)

PACCHERI

PENNE RIGATE

RIGATONI



Molini Riggi

The history of the Riggi brand develops around a great ambition: that of making the
ancient Sicilian artisan flours known throughout the world, capable of giving life to
high quality pastas and baked goods with a unique taste. It is a story with distant roots.
It began in 1955, when Calogero Riggi founded his first mill in Caltanissetta which,
thanks also to its central position, became a point of reference in the harvesting of
wheat and legumes throughout Sicily.

Over the last 60 years, Riggi has gained a lot of skills
and consolidated relationships with suppliers, who
supply the best 100% Sicilian and certified grains.

High quality raw materials which, in combination with
the strong values of the company and the passion it puts
into what it does, allow for the creation of high quality
products with excellent nutritional properties.



Pasta & Flour
Molini Riggi

Sicily has always been a wheat-rich region since ancient times. The different wheat
cultivations give the Sicilian landscape incredible colors, changing from one place to
another, depending on the grain variety, the time and place of sowing.
The ancient grains are usually processed with stone milling, producing a less refined
flour, compared to that produced with modern wheat. Among the most famous kinds of
wheat we can find: Timilia, Maiorca, Russello and Perciasacchi.

MAIORCA

TIMILIA

RUSSELLO

PERCIASACCHI

RIGGI ANCIENT SICILIAN GRAIN FLOUR
Size: 35.3 oz (1 kg)



Rosso di Sicilia

Giuseppe Rosso Conserve di Sicilia has been
producing sauces and condiments since 1997
by combining experience, innovation &
Sicilian gastronomic traditions. As a matter
of fact, the company is located on the
southeastern coast of Sicily, where the
weather is extraordinary and the
uncontaminated land serves as a backdrop
for one of the most important gastronomic
scenario in Europe, deeply rooted in the Val
di Noto and notably in the County of Modica
during the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies.

Today, these culinary traditions stay alive and
give life to extraordinary products, which have
the merit of being good and different among
similar products in the grocery market. Our
main strength lies indeed in purchasing and
partly growing raw materials right here in the
province of Ragusa. This enables us to benefit
from zero-food-miles vegetables and high-
quality produce, processed according to ancient
recipes and brought to the tables of the most
important culinary districts in the world: Italy
& Europe.



Sauces & Condiments 
Rosso di Sicilia 

CHERRY TOMATO WITH BASIL
Size: 11.64 oz (330 g)

DATTERINO TOMATO
Size: 11.64 oz (330 g)

NORMA TOMATO SAUCE
Size: 19.75 oz (560 g)

RED SICILIAN PESTO
Size: 18.70 oz (530 g)



Riso Buono

In addition to its organoleptic and nutritional qualities, the rice produced in
Casalbeltrame by AZIENDA AGRICOLA LA MONDINA, owned by the family of
LUIGI and CARLO GUIDOBONO CAVALCHINI, makes the most of its long-
standing tradition. A tradition that goes back in time, to the late 17th century, when the
Gautieri noble family, after leaving the county of Nice, settled in these areas around
Novara, introducing over the years significant improvements, especially regarding
irrigation methods and cultivation techniques. A tradition that has continued with time,
following several hereditary successions, with the marquises Cuttica di Cassine and,
currently, with the barons Guidobono Cavalchini.
Tradition draws its strength not only from the passing of time: it becomes a real
driving force when it goes hand in hand with the hard work of generations, with a
sense of “belonging” to one’s land, with love and absolute respect for nature, with a
commitment to reach increasingly high quality levels.
The rice we produce is excellent: its greatest quality (and our pride) comes from the
opinion of those who have tasted it.



Carnaroli & Artemide Rice
Riso Buono

Size: 35.3 oz (1 kg)

Carnaroli is a medium-long grain rice characterized by its large content of starch,
which makes the grain solid, compact and optimally resistant to cooking. In fact, it is
one of the rice varieties preferred by top chefs and is considered the best quality
variety among the Italian ones. Highly appreciated in the preparation of risotto,
Carnaroli rice performs better than other varieties during slow cooking because it has
greater amounts of amylose which make it more creamy. It belongs to the category of
“superfine” rice and is often called the “king of rice”.

The Artemide variety is the result of a natural combination between Venere rice
(medium grain and black pericarp) and an Indica-type rice (long and narrow grain and
white pericarp). It is a brown, aromatic rice that is black in color. Artemide Rice has an
intense and pleasant aroma and its grain has a nice elongated shape. Given its close
connection with Venere rice, it is rich in iron and selenium - the latter being very
important for its antioxidant properties. Artemide rice is excellent when cooked with
cheese, fish, vegetables and mushrooms.

CARNAROLI GRAN RISERVA

ARTEMIDE GRAN RISERVA

Size: 33.5 oz (950 g)

Size: 33.5 oz (950 g) Size: 35.3 oz (1 kg)



San Pietro a Pettine
Since 1948, our truffles have told the story of ”Tenuta San Pietro a Pettine”. Travelling
beyond the boundaries of Umbrian tradition, matching the creativity of the best chefs,
and igniting the wonder of the most discerning palates. We will leave the privilege of
telling their story to them, while we continue the work we’ve been doing for three
generations: loving what we do.
Located between Assisi and Spoleto (Italy),
Tenuta di San Pietro a Pettine was named after
the rural Romanesque church that stands on the
property. Upon these uncontaminated lands, and
with the profound spirituality that surrounds
them, I founded my home and the San Pietro a
Pettine Farm, where for reasons of the heart, it
would be impossible to establish the boundaries
between one and the other.

A short, completely independent
supply chain. Following the
seasonality of truffles, we
guarantee traceable and quality
raw materials. They are selected
by our experts to meet to the needs
of our customers in a bespoke way.



Umbria Truffles 
San Pietro a Pettine 

TRUFFLE SAUCE
Size: 6.35 oz (180 g)

BLACK TRUFFLE WHITE TRUFFLE

TRUFFLE BUTTER
Size: 2.80 oz (80 g)

BLACK TRUFFLE WHITE TRUFFLE



Umbria Truffles 
San Pietro a Pettine 

WHITE TRUFFLE EVOO
Size: 3.38 Fl oz (100 ml)

WHITE TRUFFLE SALT
Size: 1.77 oz (50 gr)

WHOLE BLACK SUMMER TRUFFLE
Size: 1.59 oz (45 g)



Umbria Truffles 
San Pietro a Pettine 

WHITE TRUFFLE HONEY
Size: 8.80 oz (250 g)

SPACE TRUFFLE DRESSING
Size: 7.05 oz (200 gr)

BLACK TRUFFLED TAPENADE
Size: 3.15 oz (90 g)



Brontese

Our business began between the 20s and 30s in Sicily, in Naso, a little town in the
province of Messina, as a small family business operating in the marketing and sale of
olive oil and Nebrodi hazelnut. In 2017, came to the third generation, our business
became the Naxida by Brontese. Throughout the years, we have expanded our business
activity and our product references, while preserving our original family soul as well
as the quality of the products that has always set us apart.

After over two centuries of experience and ancient traditions handed down from father
to son, including cultivation techniques, care in harvesting and skill in processing, our
family-run company have obtained the prestigious "Pistacchio Verde di Bronte D.O.P."
certification. This certification guarantees the customer 100% authenticity, quality and
unique taste that characterized the real Pistachio of Bronte.

In this scenario full of colors, flavors and
fragrances, our company has got rooted and
specialized in sustainable cultivation, respecting
the environment.



Sweets and Spreads
Brontese

BRONTESE SPREADS
Size: 6.70 oz (190 g)

PISTACHIO 45%

PISTACHIO 30%

HAZELNUT 30%ALMOND 30%

Founded in the 20s/30s in Naso (Sicily) as a small family-run business for the
marketing of Nebrodi Olive Oil and Hazelnut, it is now much more. Today we are in
the third generation and even if over the years we have expanded references and land
owned in various provinces of Sicily, at the base of everything we have always wanted
to maintain the "family" soul and the quality that has always distinguished us. The
most important thing for companies working in the field of ice cream, bakery, catering,
food, yogurt and cheese factories that produce cheese and cured meats is the choice of
top quality raw materials, such as our big cans of Brontese top line spreads.



Tentazioni e Sapori

Our company was born from the passion and experience in the confectionery sector
developed over the years. Our goal is to offer unique and handcrafted products using
the best raw materials of our land: Sicily. We are gluten free and mentioned in the
"Alimentazione Fuori Casa" of AIC Sicilia. Our high quality nougats, dried fruit
pastries, chocolates and chocolate eggs are unique in their kind. We produce them to
offer you a moment of pleasure and flavor. Honey, almond and pistachio are the
ingredients that characterize our "Traditional Nougat", a Sicilian specialty. Our
knowledge of local traditions and our experience in the confectionery sector guided us
in the process of perfecting the different production phases making unique the taste of
the finished product.

From selection to manufacturing of raw materials, our products are produced following
traditional methods, ancient and local recipes. We combine local tradition with our
passion in order to achieve refined taste and high quality products. We produce
nougats, dried fruit pastes, dragèes, almond crunchy, pralines, chocolate eggs,
homemade ice cream.

The raw materials we use are carefully
selected among the traditional products that
only Sicily can offer: almonds, pistachios,
hazelnuts, honey and citrus. We are always
looking for the best quality because our goal
is to achieve a unique flavor giving joy to
all tastes, even the most sophisticated.



Bakery and Sweets
Tentazioni e Sapori

The box includes:

- Traditional Nougats: They are produced only with Sicilian black bee honey 
“Slow food Presidium” and Sicilian almonds and pistachios.

- Chocolate Nougats: Pure dark chocolate, selected among the best, covers the 
six types of nougat which they are handcrafted. Every nougat has its own 
processing, shape and taste and the dark chocolate makes them even more 
greedy.

- Il Croccante: Small and tasty, il Croccante (literally “the crunchy cookie”) is 
handcrafted in various flavors: almond, pistachio, sesame. Gluten and palm 
oil free, it is a dry dessert ideal for any occasion.

SICILIAN NOUGATS BOX
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Instagram / Facebook / Linkedin: 
becaimportsllc

Luca Bellavia (USA):
luca.bellavia@becaimports.com

+1 (312) 806-8370

Umberto Amico (USA):
umberto.amico@becaimports.com

+1 (312) 409-1877

Mattia Carelli (ITALY): 
mattia.carelli@becaimports.com

+39 3391562528

www.becaimports.com


